Fluorescence behavior of (selected) flavonols: a combined experimental and computational study.
In this article, results of (time-dependent) density functional theory (DFT and TDDFT) calculations are combined with experimental absorption and fluorescence measurements to explain fluorescence properties of a series of flavonols. The well-understood fluorescence properties of 3- and 5-hydroxyflavone are revisited and validate our combined experimental and theoretical approach. The accuracy of the computational data (energy differences for selected points at the PES, excitation energies and oscillator strengths) allows us to understand quite different experimentally observed fluorescence spectra in the presence of only subtle structural differences. We show that for flavonols with additional hydroxyl groups not the neutral molecule but rather anions lead to fluorescence and that solvation molecules need to be included explicitly in the theoretical calculations to obtain a sufficient accuracy-enabling the understanding and prediction of experimental data for flavonols belonging to different sub-classes.